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ABSTRACT
We report the first observations of the 51.8u fine
structure transition p 2
 : 3P2-+3P1 for doubly ionized oxygen.
The observed line strength in the Orion Nebula is 5±3x107 15 watt an 2
in good agreement with the theoretical predictions of Simpson
(1975). Our observations also are consistent with the newly
predicted line position, 51.8p. The line lies close to an at-
mospheric water vapor feature at 51.7u, but is sufficiently
distant so that corrections for this feature are straightforward.
Observations.of the 51.8u (0 III) line are particularly important
since the previously discovered 88u line from the same ion also
is strong. This pair of lines should therefore yield new data
about densities in observed H II regions; or else, if density
data already are available from radio or other observations, the
lines can be used to determine the differential dust absorption
between 52 and 88u in front of heavily obscured regions.
2During the past few yeart, infrared spectral observations
at medium resolution have become possible in the 100p wave-
length region of the far infrared. This has led to the discovery
of a number of spectral lines that had originally been predicted
by Petrosian (1970). Petrosian had pointed out that
fine structure transitions of singly or multiply ionized atoms
in H II regions should yie-:d an appreciable far infrared flux.
Simpson (1975) repeated these calculations with somewhat better
data that had become available in the intervening years, and
was able to provide predictions for line strengths which-- 3t
least for the (O III) line at 88ia--a--e in remarkably good agree-
ment with observations on a number of H II regions (Dain et.al .,
1978, herinafter referred to as Paper I).
Despite the discovery of several different infrared emission
lines in H II regions, one-difficulty in the interpretation of
data has been the lack of more than one infrared line, from any
individual ionic species. While both visible and infrared data
exist for many of the ions--(O III) is a prime example--the com-
parison of visible and infrared line strengths is made difficult
by the large uncertainties in the visual absorption both within
the H II region and along the path lying between the H II region
and the Earth. This is particularly obvious for the giant H II
regions which are completely hidden behind dark dust clouds and
yet emit the strong 88u radiation described in Paper I.
From this point of view, one particularly interesting line
to observe had generally been acknowledged to be a companion fine
3
structure transition of (0 III) which was believed to `lie
near 51.70. The precise position was uncertain because the
anticipated wavelength could only-be estimated by comparing
the wavelengths of ultraviolet lines originating from upper and
lowest levels, and these ultraviolet data seemed insufficiently
precise to permit an exact estimate of the infrared line position,
_ Such an estimate, however, was important since an atmospheric
water vapor feature is known to lie near 51.7 1j, and could well
have absorbed all the flux emitted in the (0 III) line, or at
least made any interpretation of line flux quite uncertain.
Recently, however, more accurate estimates by Dr. Lawrence
T. Greenberg (1977) of the University of California at Berkeley
have shown the (0 III) line to lie close to 51.80. This appeared
to us to be far enough away from the atmospheric absorption line
to permit successful observations. We are grateful to Dr. Green-
berg for providing us with the information we needed to undertake
the measurements we report here.
Observations of the 51.80 line together with 880 line ob-
servations should, in the long run, provide us with a variety of
useful data. In H II regions where the electron number density
is poorly known, a more accurate estimate should become possible
since the relative line strengths of these two fine structure
transitions are affected by the number density. When the
number density can be determined from other data, for example
through radio observations, then the relative strengths of the two
lines should allow us to make an estimate of the relative amounts
of far infrared absorption by interstellar dust. The far infrared
4wavelength dependence of_
 dust absorption currentlyis--poorly___
;undorstood and any information that could provide even a rough
estimate of the abosxption would be very useful.
Observations
Observations were carried out in almost precisely the same
way as in previously reported work (see for example Paper I).
The NASA Learjet 30 cm telescope was employed # and our liquid
helium cooled grating spectrometer was used at an instrumental
resolving power of about 150. The system noise equivalent power
in flight is approximately 3 x 10 - 13 watt Hz-O 'S, including all
losses due to the telescope, chopper and atmospheric effects.
The spectrometer's entrance slit dimensions determine our
beam size which extends over a 4' x 4.4' region in the sky. The
telescope's oscillating secondary miri: ,r which chops the radiation
at %25 Ha provided a beam separation of 141.
We observed the Orion Nebula during the evenings of December
6, 8 and 14, 1977, and detected the 51.811 (0 III) line on all
three nights, Clear air turbulence on the last of these nights,
however, resulted in poorer signal to noise ratios for that
night than for the others. Even on the night of December 14,
however, there is no question at all that the 51.8W line was
present in the strength reported. Fig. 1 shows the results
obtained on the three nights, and also includes a lunar spectrum
obtained on December 16. Atmospheric transmission data also exist
from observations of Venus, obtained in December 1976. We had
ti
After correction for atmospheric absorption of the con-
tinuum radiation emitted by Orion at the position of the 51.7p
atmospheric absorption feature, we find the following: at two
adjacent positions of the grating, an increase of approximately
309 above the continuum flux from Orion is observed and must be
attributed to the (0 III) line. The line strength predicted on
the basis of calculations by Simpson (1975) and knowledge of the
(0 III) 88u line flux (Paper I) would lead to a ti228 increase, which is
in reasonable agreement with our observations. Considering the
close agreement between theory and observations found for the 88u
emission from several different H II regions (Paper I),this new
result provides further evidence that the theoretical considerations
seem to give	 a correct accounting of the processes in-
volved in fine structure transitions in ionized nebulae.
Based on the continuum observations previously reported by
Ward et. al. (1976) , the observed line flux amounts to 5x10-15
 
watt an 2.
The uncertainty in this line flux is probably considerably less
than 508. The main source of uncertainty comes from a lack of
_717
p-isition of the grating, however, was not identical for all spec-
tral passes taken and the spectrum was therefore effectively
sampled at somewhat closer intervals than 0.1681.
Referring the position of peak emission to the atmospheric
53.1, 51.7 and 51.45u features, we find that the (O III) line must
be close to the predicted 51.811 position, and clearly separated
from the 51.7p water vapor absorption. This latter feature
actually lies closer to 51.67u and therefore may lie almost a
full grating step from the 51.8u emission line. This is well
verified by the appearance of the raw spectra we obtain. The
51.8p feature generally appear.3 in two adjacent grating positions,
as expected. In the position that lies
however, the observed line intensity is
expectations derived from the lunar cal
mospheric absorption at this position.
position at which the peak (0 III) flux
or no absorption in the lunar spectrum.
support our contention that the (0 III)
at shorter wavelengthsv
lower--in agreement with
ibration which shows at-
In contrast, the grating
is observed shows little
These data strongly
line must be well separ-
ated from the atmospheric water vapor feature, possible by as much
as a full step size of 0.168u and places the (0 III) line at
51.8u as predicted.
absorption features at 51.7 and 51.4u,'a saturated feature at
53.1p and a weak feature at 51.1p. All these lines are quite
narrow,(n,0.05u) and the probability of a chance coincidence
between the even narrower(O III)transition and one of these lines
is therefore less than one in four. We can, however, rule out
the probability for this coincidence even further.
Let us look at the schematic diagram Fig. 2. The probability
for including both the (0 III) line and the 51. 7u water vapor
absorption feature in one and the same spectral resolution element
is quite high, even though the exact coincidence of the two
lines--and therefore the absorption of radiation in this line
feature--is low.
Our observations, however, show a line flux to continuum
ratio of approximately 30% integrated over the resolved wave-
length interval surrounding the emission feature. In contrast,
the expected absorption of Orion continuum radiation is relatively
small. In the 0.35µ spectral band pass, absorption by the 51.7u
water vapor feature alone is less than U0%, and the absorption
by both the 51.4 5 and the 51.7u features included in a single
spectral resolution element would be below 258. Spectra of the
Moon confirm that the total absorption due to these lines in any
spectral range covered is never greater than 15-208.
8The range of elevation angles over which observations can -
bo carried out from the Lear ,let lies in the interval between
U4 0 and ,26 0. In a typical flight during the series conducted
in December 1977 we covered roughly half this range, a range
c'irresponding to a difference of about one air mass. on the
flights of Dec. 6, 8 and 14, the ranges were respectively 180-220
15 10 -22 0 and 17.5 0 -22.5 0 . The water vapor content of the atmo-
spheie of course varies as the aircraft flies its course, and
hence the atmospheric water vapor content along the line of
sight need not monotonically decrease as Orion's position rises
above the horizon. Nevertheless, we platted our data as a
function of increasing horizon angle for each of the three
nights on which Orion was observed. We obtained 5, 6, and 4
scans of the source, respectively on Dec., 6, 8 and 14, 1977.
This series of plots shows no systematic trends with
increasing horizon angle--neither in the strength of the water
vapor absorption feature nor in the strength of the O III line.
We interpret this result in the following way; the ab-
sorption at the center of the water vapor bands is nearly
saturated and will not change a great deal. when the water vapor
content above the plane decreases slightly. The contribution
to the total absorption in the wings of the line decreases
somewhat, but this decrease is too small to be noted in the
presence of random variations in atmospheric water vapor content.
on this wavelength dependence. Such data are required to permit
better estimates of cloud temperatures, and to promote better
understanding of the nature of dust in dense interstellar clouds.
For regions that are not heavily obscured, the two Ear
infrared lines can be used to determine the concentration of
electrons more accurately. In particular the differences in
observed line intensities and calculated intensities comouted
on the basis of radio data can be used to obtain a measure of
clumping in the H II domain. This comes about because of col-
lisional deexcitation of the ions, which depends on the e'ectron
solutions to a number of practical problems that might otherwise
have marred our flight series, and we thank the staff of NASA
Ames for the support offered during these flights. The support
group from Informatics, Inc., was very helpful during data
reduction. This work was supported by NASA contract NGR 33-010-145.
Dennis Ward acknowledges a National Research council of Canada
Postdoctoral fellowship.
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F-,g. 2. Schematic diagram of the atmospheric absorption spectrum
at airplane altitudes, taken from computations by Traub and
Stier (1975). We also show the spectral resolution of our
instrument, the grating step size and the expected (O III)
line position.
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